The attack on the unarmed
marchers became known as
“Bloody Sunday” led to
national fury and caused
President Lyndon Johnson to
personally guarantee the
marchers protection. The
Voting Rights Act was passed a
few months later

In 1963, MLK decided to target
Birmingham, Alabama as it was
one of the most racially divided
cities in America. King used
boycotts and non-violent sit-ins
to make his point. The police
responded with violence, using
high pressure water hoses and
attack dogs on the students
and children that attended.

In 1968 King had been giving a
speech to black workers
encouraging them to fight for
better wages. While King was
on the balcony of his hotel
room a white racist named
James Earl Ray shot him
through the cheek, he died in
hospital an hour later..

In December 1955 Rosa Parks
was arrested. This sparked the
Montgomery bus boycott
which lasted a year. Martin
Luther King was one of the
main organisers of the boycott.

The death of King led to an
enormous amount of violence
and race riots that lasted for
days.
However, King’s legacy of
peaceful protest stood the test
of time and inspired people all
over the world.

In 1965 MLK organised three
peaceful marches from Selma
to Montgomery, an area of
15,000 Black Americans where
only 200 could vote. The police
violently attacked protesters
and refused to let them
continue the march.

The violent response of the
police shocked the country and
after a month of protests the
city of Birmingham backed
down, promising to end
segregation.

The massive protest got huge
media attention and showed
how powerful the Civil Rights
movement was. It had a big
effect on the government and a
few months later they passed
the Civil Rights Act 1964 which
made discrimination against
skin colour illegal.

In 1963 King joined with other
Civil Rights leaders to march on
the US capital, Washington DC
250,000 turned up and 50,000
were white. During this protest
King delivered his famous “I
have a dream” speech.
The boycott was a huge
success and showed how
powerful Black Americans
could be.
It showed the effectiveness of
peaceful protest and boycotts
and it launched the career of
Martin Luther King.

MLK became a legend after this
campaign and was made TIME
Magazines Man of the Year.
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They were able to complete
their march and the Voting
Rights Act was passed a few
months later.
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